DocuBay Acquires LGBTQ+ Documentaries From Canada-Based OUTtv

(February 20, 2020 – Mumbai, India): DocuBay, the premium membership video-on-demand streaming service by IN10 Media Network, announces the acquisition of LGBTQ+-focused documentary features from OUTtv, the world’s first and Canada’s only LGBTQ+ television network. The films cover a wide range of issues affecting this community across the globe and are featured in DocuBay’s newest category called PrideBay, dedicated to films chronicling diverse and complex LGBTQ+ experiences. The licensed titles and new PrideBay category are now available for global streaming on DocuBay, along with the recently-launched CrimeBay, PoliticsBay, NatureBay, TravelBay, AdventureBay, ScienceBay, and many others. The DocuBay app can be downloaded in 180+ countries on the App Store, Google Play, Fire TV, Android TV, and Apple TV, among others.

Notable titles acquired include
- **19 and Homeless** captures two years in the lives of former foster kids as they age out of the system and are faced with overwhelming odds and tragic personal struggles;
- **Why Go Through That?** shares the personal stories of six transgender individuals, each at a different stage of life and transition.
- **Made With Pride** follows the emotional and inspiring journey of a gay couple who decide to build a family through surrogacy.
- **Safe Country** follows the stories of three queer refugees in Vancouver with very different experiences adapting to new lives in Canada.

Adita Jain (Head of Acquisition & Content, DocuBay) stated: “We’re thrilled to partner with OUTtv, not only to share LGBTQ+ stories that address critical issues, but to highlight them in our new PrideBay. DocuBay is committed to being a platform that brings important social issues like those that affect the LGBTQ+ community and others to a wider, global audience, a mission that is made easier by the rapid increase in internet connectivity all around the world.”

Brad Danks (CEO, OUTtv) stated: “At OUTtv we pride ourselves on being leading providers of queer content across the globe. Our partnership with DocuBay will allow us to continue to expand the availability of queer-focused programming and ensure that LGBTQ+ content is accessible to everyone, world-wide.”
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**About DOCUBAY**
Headquartered in Mumbai, India, DocuBay is a global, membership VOD streaming service and OTT platform exclusively designed to stream premium international documentary films. Specializing as a niche video service, DocuBay features content from all corners of the globe in a variety of categories and is available on platforms including the App Store, Google Play, Fire TV, and Apple TV, with additional platforms on the way. [www.docubay.com](http://www.docubay.com)
About IN10 MEDIA NETWORK
IN10 Media is a network with diverse offerings in the media and entertainment sector. With deeply entrenched roots in the creative community and a long association with premium content, the brands in its folds—including EPIC Channel, EPIC On, DocuBay, Juggernaut Productions, and Showbox - cover every aspect of the content life-cycle across platforms. Led by entrepreneur Aditya Pittie, IN10 Media has its efforts focused on building world-class brands. www.in10media.com

About OUTTV
OUTtv is the world's first and Canada's only national LGBTQ+ television network and streaming service. Home to a compelling mix of inclusive, queer-focused content from comedy to drama, documentaries, reality and award-winning movies. OUTtv is dedicated to telling stories by and for the community, with a library of over 3000 hours of LGBTQ+ content including more than 600 hours of original programming, making OUTtv the world's leading provider of queer content. Originals include The Boulet Brothers' Dragula, The Whole Package, Trixie Mattel: Skinny Legend, Never Apart TV, My Trans Journey and the documentary strand OutSpoken. OUTtv is the license holder for the Canadian broadcasts of Emmy-award winning RuPaul's Drag Race, House of Drag, Naked Attraction and RuPaul's Drag Race UK.

OUTtvGo is OUTtv's streaming platform where subscribers can stream their favorite series and movies and discover new content exclusive to the service. OUTtvGo is available for iOS and Android devices, Apple TV, Roku and on web browsers. OUTtv is also available in Canada as an Amazon Prime Video Channel and an Apple TV Channel.

Follow on Facebook, Twitter, and Instagram @OUTtv or visit the website to learn more at outtv.ca